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Initial Coin Offer

V-Coins hybrid
cryptocurrency
based on
real values!
V-Coins value basket consists mostly of
precious metals, as their supply is
limited and they have real value in use.
Also, the minimal part of the value
basket is kept in traditionally strong and
stable currencies (USD, EUR, CHF, and
GBP). They provide the system with
liquidity and compensate the relatively
high cost of trading precious metals
despite their liquidity.

v-coins.global

V-Coins is based on the blockchain
technology that provides easy, fast,
and near cost-free exchange of
information, further allowing real-time
transactions without any additional
costs.

V-Coins is created
for entrepreneurs
who seek to accept
digital currency in
“coming of age”
digital economy.

V-Coins Wallet
The V-Coins Wallet enables users to
manage their blockchain assets
through their smartphone (Android or
Apple) or through a web interface for
iPads, tablets, and computers.

V-Coins trading platform provides all
relevant tools to buy or sell V-Coins
through the platform. Anonymously you
can list the amount of V-Coins you like to
sell and a price.

Trading
Platform
ICO Facts
ICO dedicated V-Coins

250’000’000 (250 mio)
VCS

Symbol
Starting pre-ICO phase

25th September 2017

Starting phase ICO

15th November 2017

ICO phase

1 month

Minimum ICO tranche

10’000’000 €

Maximum ICO target

200’000’000 (200 mio) €

Minimum investment

10’000 €

Accepted payment methods

€ (EUR)

Accepted cryptocurrencies

ICO Pricing

Ethereum (ETH), Bitcoin (BTC)

Disbursement of
sale proceeds ICO

Bonus

10%
4%

5%
8%

6%

18%

80%

12%
Pre-ICO phase

Value-Basket

ICO phase I (first week)

Fees placement

ICO phase II (second week)

Management/Fees

ICO phase III (last 2 weeks)

Market entry various countries, product
development, marketing etc.

V-Coins Global believes that the way of payments in the future will be based on Blockchain technologies and a
cryptocurrency backed with intrinsic value, such as V-Coins. To make such fast, easy, and cost-free payments
possible for all consumers with maximum convenience, V-Coins Global aims at connecting a secure blockchain in
the background and offers the user an easy-to-use interface and/or App for mobile devices. Thus, the user has
instant access to his assets in the Wallet, outside the conventional financial system.

